AIG Aerospace UK
Fixed and rotor wing aircraft operators coverage for their first party owned hull, and legal liability to passengers and third parties.
Airport owners and operators third party legal liability coverage. Aerospace manufacturers third party products legal liability coverage.
TARGET MARKET
Airports, ground service providers, air traffic
control providers, security screeners,
refuellers, contractors, aerospace component
manufacturers and general aviation
owners/operators.

CAPACITY & Minimum Retention
• General Aviation – hull $100m, liabilities
$750m (100% basis)
• Airports - $1bn (100% basis)
• Products Liability - $1bn (100% basis)

SWEET SPOTS
Airports, ground service providers, air traffic
control providers, security screeners, refuellers,
contractors, aerospace component
manufacturers and general aviation owners/
operators.

CONTACT

Lauren Escher
lauren.escher@aig.com
Mark Sperring

CLAIMS Scenarios
Aircraft Crash: Hull damage
and injury to passengers following
an aircraft crash resulting in physical
damage and injury. Our cover will
ensure that the hull damage is paid
for and any liabilities to passengers
are settled.

Slips: A passenger slips at an airport
and breaks an arm. The owner /
operator of the airport is legally liable
to pay damages to the passenger.
Our cover responds to bodily injury,
and the policy would respond in this
instance.

Accidents: An aircraft operator
has an accident resulting in injuries to
passengers. Upon further investigation,
it is not the fault of the aircraft operator
but the original engine manufacturer.
The aircraft operator would subrogate
against the manufacturer, when
their products legal liability would
respond.

SPECIALISTS: Offer a Safety & Loss
Control Specialist for our clients to further
assist in their bespoke risk management
objectives.

MULTINATIONAL: Coverage
provided is worldwide (excluding
territories sanctioned by OFAC or
US/European sanctions).

Headlines
MARKET LEADING EXPERIENCE:
A 70 year history and the most experienced aviation insurer in the market.
PARTNERSHIPS: Create long-term
client relationships to provide solutions
and products that are relevant for our
insureds needs.
INNOVATION: Innovative and
expanded offerings, be it through new or
increased coverages, long term arrangements and multi-national solutions.

SOLUTIONS: Insurance solutions for
the following operations: General Aviation
owners / operators (with a seating limit
of 50), Airport owners / operators
(3rd party liability), Product manufacturers
(3rd party liability), Airport ground service
providers (3rd party liability) and Refuellers
(3rd party liability).
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